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about agri

We are happy to present our new catalogue for 
2016/2017 to you.

We present a comprehensive herb and vegetable pro-
gram to you, which we evolve continuously to offer 
only the best quality at the best possible price.

In the sweet corn segment, we not only offer already 
well established varieties but also new ones, such as 
the very tasty and juicy tender varieties.

With our carrot breeding program we have made 
great advances, both domestically and abroad and see 
here clear potential for a common future together 
with you. Feel free to try it. Seed is available in the 
highest quality and calibre size.

Onion seed is, and remains, one of our core interests.  
Here we offer seed from the earliest Japanese hybrids, 
good storage varieties, to overwintering onions and 
set onions.

Our long term partner Agrisemen B.V. was adopted by 
the duch company Bejo Zaden B.V. meaning agri 
Saaten GmbH and Bejo Saaten GmbH now offer much 
more in common, the top varieties of iceberg, lettuce 
and batavia. The two companies have agreed on a 
partnership in this segment (salads) in German-
speaking countries. This ensures that customers con-
tinue to have salads with top resistances offered.

Agri Saaten GmbH is proud of its german origin and 
we love to spread something of it into the world by 
delivering high quality seeds.

We look forward to a continued positive development 
together with you as a partner / customer!
Have a look at our homepage: www.agri-saaten.com 
or contact us personally! 

Your agri-Saaten GmbH
Andreas Müller

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,

The team of agri-Saaten:
(from left) Alexander Buriachenko (Sales Ukraine, Russia und Baltic 
Countries), Dag Tober (Sales Germany, North and East), Lucia 
Huberova (Sales Czech Republic and Slovakia) Andreas Müller 
(Sales International, Austria, Czech Republic and Slovakia), Hendrik 
Müller (Sales International), Konstantin Müller (Sales Germany 
South and Switzerland)
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our sales team

Andreas Müller
International,  
Austria, Czech Republic, Slowakia
Tel.: +49 (0)54 72-13 53
Fax: +49 (0)54 72-22 89 
Mobil: +49 (0)171-777 81 84
E-Mail:  info@agri-saaten.de

Dag Tober
Germany, Germany North and East
Tel.: +49 (0)54 72-65 75
Fax: +49 (0)54 72-45 77
Mobil: +49 (0)171-405 46 84
E-Mail:  d.tober@agri-saaten.de

Hendrik Müller
International  
and office sales
Tel.: +49 (0)54 72-13 53
Fax: +49 (0)54 72-22 89 
Mobil: +49 (0)160-94181856
E-Mail:  h.mueller@agri-saaten.de

Konstantin Müller
Germany South and Switzerland
Tel.: +49 (0)54 72-1353
Fax: +49 (0)54 72-22 89
Mobil: +49 (0) 1608261312
E-Mail:  k.mueller@agri-saaten.de

Lucia Huberova
Czech Republic,  
Slovakia
Tel.: +421 (0) 915 119 884
Mobil: +421 (0) 915 119 884
E-Mail:  l.huberova@agri-saaten.de

Alexander Buriachenko
Ukraine, Russia and Bal tic Countries
Tel.: + 372 (0) 54 55 73 73
Mobil: + 49 (0) 152 320 59 549
E-Mail:  a.buriachenko@agri-saaten.de

For consulting about all our offers and for your orders feel free to contact our team members:

A

B D F
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Our partners

We present our global partners on this page:

Agrisemences France
Agrisemences is the French equivalent of Agri Saaten and is performing in-
dependently The dealer of vegetable seeds has an extensive vegetable and 
herb program in France, Belgium and parts of North Africa. 
http://www.agri-semences.com/

Agri Seeds UK
This company sells vegetable seeds in the UK. 

Agri Saaten Ukraine
From here seeds are delivered to Ukraine, Russia and Baltic Countries. 
http://agri.sells.com.ua/

Carosem International
Carosem is an international breeder of carrot seeds and developes conti-
nously new varieties for industry as well as for fresh market. You will find 
some of them in this catalogue on pages 20 + 21.
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Letucce
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Spinach

 AGX 3118

 AGX 1154

 AGX 1287

New aromatic spinach types for the baby leaf production:

AGX 3118
Spring and autumn spinach with very strong, oval and stable leaves. Pfs: 1-12,14

AGX 192
Newest spinach variety for the spring and autumn cultivation, is similar but slightly more 
upright than AGX 3118. Pfs: 1-15

AGX 1287
Summer spinach variety for babyleaf production with almost round, slightly wavy, upright 
and thicker leaves with an attractive dark colour. The growth is slower. Pfs: 1-12, 14, 15

AGX 1154
Special summer variety for babyleaf production, of about 2 days after AGX 1287. It is also 
nearly round, slightly wavy, strong and upright, thicker and dark green leaves and a high 
yield. Pfs: 1-9, 11-15

Month 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12  
AGX 3118
AGX 192
AGX 1287
AGX 1154

 Recommended seeding dates:

All recommendations are given on our previous experience, differences may be possible depending on cultivation and climate area. A guarantee may 
therefore not be taken.

Spinach
 Blatt Farbe Babyleaf Industrie Pfs
Verdi round, (wavy)  medium green  year-round  IV-M.V+A.VIII                1-9, 11-15
Matisse round  smooth dark brown  -- E.III-IV+A.VIII                 1-9, 11-15
Odysseus  oval, upright medium green year-round E.III-IV+A.VIII                 1-9,11-15
Hades  oval, upright medium green -- E.III-IV+A.VIII                1-11,13,15
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 Burton

 Showdown

Baby Leaf

Babyleaf
agri-Saaten Saaten is offer-
ing a wide range of differ-
ent Babyleaf varieties. 
Here we provide a selec-
tion.
Please give us a call if you 
would like to know more 
about it.

Variety Name Resitances

Green 
Batavia

Burton Bl: 16-31

Red 
Batavia

Showdown Bl: 16-31

Daredevil Bl: 16-31

AGX 1055 Bl: 16-28
Bl: 29-31 in test 

Lollo 
Rossa

Fortress Bl: 16-31

Strikeforce Bl: 16-31

Zion Bl: 16-31
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Baby Leaf

Baby leaf-production

Planting:
¢ 3-5.5 kg of seed (3 

Million to 5.5 million 
seeds) per ha in salads 
(with Asian salads up to 
13 kg /ha); that means 
at 10 cm row spacing 1 
to 2 cm distance in the 
row.

¢ There is a depth of 
approximately 0.5 cm 
sown.

¢ Sow the seeds from 
March to end of August: 
1 to 2 times / week

¢ The culture period is 
depending on the wea-
ther: about 50 days in 
the spring and autumn 
and summer partly 
under 30 days.

Harvest:
¢ Harvesting will vary, 

depending on Custom-
ers, between 8 and 12 
cm height. 

¢ The yield is between 9 
and 15 tons/ha.

Variety Name Resitances

Green 
Leaf

AGX 1068 Bl: 16-28
Bl: 29-31 in test

Green 
Romana

Carlsbad Bl: 16-20, 22-25, 27-31

Green 
Oakleaf

AGX 1069 Bl: 16-28
Bl: 29-31 in test

Red  
Oakleaf

AGX 1012 Bl: 16-31

Red  
Tango

Asilomar Bl: 16-31

Green  
Tango

AGX 1080 Bl: 1,4-21, 23-26  
Bl: 29-31 in test

Swiss Chard /Red Rhubarb Chard Mizuna Early Tatsoi
Red Mustard/Red Giant Red Mustard/Barbarossa Mustard green
Pak Choi White Bulls Blood

Asia Salads
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 Extrema

 Sierra

Herbs – Rucola

Wild rocket Diplotaxis tenuifolia
agri´s Sierra: fast-growing selection with stable, medium green and fine 

leaves. The seed is from healthy production areas and has 
a high germination and vigour. Sierra is for year-round cul-
tivation and shows in the fall cold resistant – no reddening.

agri´s Italia: proven, European origin, for the whole year.
agri´s Extrema:  new, healthy arugula in the field Sierra for year-round 

sample growth.

Salad rocket Eruca sativa
Salad rocket: normal salad rocket with slightly indented, dark green Leaf.
agri´s salad rocket: new selection of healthy propagation areas with a high 

germination and vigour. The leaves are medium-green, 
slightly sinuate and spicy taste.
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Herbs seeds – Overview

Spices and medicinal herbs Botan. Name TKG (ca. g)

Anise Pimpinelle anisum 3-4
Mugwort  Artemisia vulgaris 0,1
Winter savory, perennialg Satureja montana 0,5-1,0
Savory, yearling Satureja hortensis 0,4-0,8
Savory, Pikanta  Satureja hortensis 0,4-0,6
Borage Borago officinalis 15-25
Watercress Nasturtium officinale 0,2
Tarragon Artemisia dracunculus 0,2-0,3
Chervil, curly, Dana  Anthriscus cerefolium 1,7-3,0
Coriander, Jantar  Coriandrum sativum 5-7
Lavender  Lavandula angustifolia 0,8-1,0
Lovage  Levisticum officinalis 2-5
Marjoram Origanum majorana 0,1-0,3
Oregano Origanum vulgare 0,1-0,2
Marjoram Sanguisorba minor 5-11
Purslane, green Portulaca sativa 0,4-0,6
Sage  Salvia officinalis 6-9
Sorrel Belleville Rumex rugosus 0,8-1,2
Cut celery, aromatic Apium var. Secalinum 0,5
Thyme, German Winter Thymus vulgaris 0,2-0,3
Woodruff  Asperula odorata 5-8
Weinraute Ruta graveolens 2
Vermouth  Artemisia absinthium 0,1
Winter purslane / Postelein Claytonia perfoliata 0,5
Hyssop  Hyssopus officinalis 1,0-1,2
Lemon balm Melissa officinalis 0,5-0,7
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Herbs – Basil, Dill, Garden cress

Basil Ocimum basilicum
agri´s Compacta Compact, beautiful, smooth and dark green basil for pot 

production
agri´s Genua Star Own basil selection in the Type of Genovese, Fusarium 

free 
agri´s Bordeaux Dark blood red
agri´s Salatino Lettuce leaved
small-leaved basil 
Lemon basil Fine leaved, lemon taste
Cinnamon basil With taste of cinnamon
Thai basil Basil with exotic flavour

Dill Anethum graveolens
agri´s Annette Healthy, medium green, late flowering and dense leafy 

variety for the open field and especially for pots as it is 
more compact and the leaves are placed directly above 
the pot/ground

agri´s Dinos Dense leafy, vigorous top variety for open field production, 
healthy, dark green und late flowering

Garden Cress Lepidium sativum
Speedy (DE-ÖKO-24) Single leaved top selection with fast, uniform development 

of best biological or conventional production 
Mega Big leafed, stable cress with long shelf life
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Herbs – Parsley, Chives

Parsley Petroselinum crispum
agri´s Smaragd: Fast, medium green, very finely curled, healthy parsley in 

type Mooskrause2 especially for the field and culture in 
pots, also in organic quality

Darki: Dark green parsley in type Mooskrause 2 for the field
agri´s Sombre: Very nice, medium early, dark green and profitable parsley 

in type 2 Mooskrause for production in pots 
Gigante de Italia: Flat-leafed parsley with strong stem and upright growth 

and high yield
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chives Allium schoenoprasum
agri´s Grobi: Dark green chives for field and pot production
agri´s Pralau: Fresh green chives for field and pot production
Garlau: Vigorous, healthy and fresh green cut garlic vigorous, 

healthy and fresh green cut garlic
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 Kamal

 Paradiso

 Paradiso

Rijnsburger Onions, F1

Maturity Variety Variety description

Medium Arenal F1 n Round, firm onions with fine neck 
early  n Best sprouting resistance 
  n Good shell strength 
  n Very uniform in growth and calibre 
  n For soils under irrigation 
  n Long storage capability

Medium Paradiso F1 n Early development of bulbs  
early  n Very strong skin 
  n Strong, healthy foliage 
  n Round, very strong bulbs with fine neck 
  n Very late sprouting – longest storage capability 
  n High yield

Medium Hector F1 n Round (a bit high round), hard onion  
late  n Medium fine neck 
  n High sprouting resistance 
  n Best shell strength 
  n Very robust

Medium Arthur F1 n Improvement against Sherpa with better storage  
late   capability 
  n Round, yellow-brown variety 
  n Healthy foliage 
  n For hot summers

Medium Kamal F1 n Beautiful, dark wine-red, round onion 
early (ROT) n Robust variety against weed 
  n Strong skin 
  n Healthy foliage
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 Hoza Rolein Donna Romy

Rijnsburger Onions

The following Rijnsburger onions of Company HOZA are all suitable for the longest storage (except Saskia – medium long 
storage) and are characterized by a round shape. The uniformity is convincing and the colour of yellow onions is rather 
bronze to yellow. Differences to hybrids cannot be seen, since the multiplication is always performed on selected bulbs.
This is an advantage for the maintenance and improvement of each variety. In addition to the five yellow ones there are 
two red onions and one white onion.

Mika* Julia* Saskia Donna Hoza Rolein* Romy
Coulor Bronze Yellow Bronze Yellow Bronze Bronze Yellow Bronze Yellow Red Red
Maturity 9.1 very early 

3 weeks
before Hoza

8.3 early  
2 weeks
before Hoza

6.8 medium  
1 week
before Hoza

6.9 medium  
1 week
before Hoza

6.4 late 8.3 early  7 medium

Yield 95 97 107 106 103 95 97
Strenght 101 98 100 101 109 102 103
Shell-
strength 99 % 97 % 100 % 101 % 105 % 99 % 99 %

germ calm 7.5 7.5 7.1 7.2 7.6 6.7 7.1
TS 11.3 % 11.6 % 10.9 % 11.6 % 12.3 % 14.3 % 14.6 %
Single  
Center 80 % 82 % 81 % 85 % 89 % 85 % 80 %

(*Varieties which are also available in organic quality, DE-ÖKO-24)
To be drilled: Mika, Julia, Saskia and Donna with 4 EH / ha, Hoza 4.5 EH / ha and Rolein and Romy 3.8 EH / ha.
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 Lustar

 Balstar

Maturity Variety Variety Description

very early Lustar F1 n Very early Japanese 
  n Round, yellow and brown skin 
  n Very productive 
  n Easy to process 
  n Best results in whole Europe in 2015

early Hades F1 n Improvement to Ancara 
  n High yield 
  n Very early, brown American onion 
  n fFne neck 
  n Hard skin

medium Amfora F1 n Dark bronze coloured onion, spanish type 
  n Strong skin  
  n High yield, high percentage: > 60 
  n Long storage capability

medium Dammika F1 n Italian type 
  n For the cultivation in south of Germany and South  
   Europe 
  n Brown skin 
  n Long storage capability

Overwintering onions
 Ibis F1 n Steady, round high-quality overwintering onion 
  n Very strong skin 
  n Mid-early 
  n For later sowings 
  n Strong development in spring

 

 Balstar F1 n Round, very uniform onion 
  n Brown, golden skin 
  n Fine neck

Japanese, American and Spanish onion types, 
overwintering onions
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Set onions
 Cupido F1 n Early brown-yellow set onion 
  n Strong skin, round to high-round 
  n Healthy and strong yield
 Corrado F1 n Early yellow-brown set onion 
  n Round shape, strong skin 
  n Healthy foliage
 Kamal F1  n Beautiful, red, mid-early set onion 

 (Rote Zwiebel) n Hard and strong skin

Spring onions, bunching onions
Allium fistulosum (without bulb)

AGX 3334 F1: Healthy, new spring onion with upright leaves. 
AGX 3334 can be easily harvested, cleaned and bundled. 
45 cm long foliage.

AGX 3536 F1: New, healthy spring onion similar to AGX 3334 with 
stronger leaves, slightly whiter and longer foliage.

Tokyo Long:  Steady top variety in best quality!
White/Ishikura  
Winterhecke: Chives replacement, closing the gap between Chives from 

the field and drilling in winter. Seeding approx. 8-12 kg/ha.

Allium cepa (with bulb) 
Bianca de Giugno: White, strong bunching onion for cultivation in summer.
Diamant F1: Weiße, kräftige Bundzwiebel für den Sommeranbau. 
Fiamma F1: Red bunching onion with healthy, strong foliage for spring 

and/or summer cultivation.

We deliver set onions in
well-known top quality!

Set onions, 
spring onions, bunching onions
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Sweet Corn

 Sweet Wonder

Corn Supersweet 

AGX 11-170 F1: Newer tender variety in the early middle segment with 4-year- good 
results. AGX 11-170 is a high yielding variety with often two corn cobs 
on each piston position on the approx. 180 cm high plant. The up to 
the top filled corn cobs are 19 to 22 cm long, covered with medium-
fine, deep grains, and super sweet and juicy.

  

Variety Maturity Group Height Corn Cobs Corn Cobs Grain  Specifications 
   in Height in Length in Shape 
  cm  cm cm
Sweet Nugget, F1 very early 170 60 21-23 big earliest variety, large corn cob, high yield
Sunrise, F1  very early 155 55 18-20 medium fine, earlier type with very good filling, fine grains
Tasty Sweet (Tasty Gold), F1 mid-early 170 60 21-23 big reliable variety
Sweet Image, F1 mid-early 175 55 22 Small - medium robust species with the highest corn cob quality
AGX 11-170, F1  mid-early 180 55 19-22 Small - medium tender variety, mostly two corn cobs
AGX 11-073, F1 (neu) mid-early 170 50 21-22 small tender variety, one corn cob, open growth
AGX 11-476, F1 (neu) mid-early 190 65 21-22 medium tender variety, very well shaped
Sweet Delight, F1 mid-late 190 50 21-24 Small - medium little bit earlier then sweet wonder
Sweet Wonder, F1 mid-early – mid-late 185 75 21-23 medium excellent marketing quality
Sweet Life, F1 mid-early – mid-late 170 70 22 medium bicolor corn, Top variety
Sweet Surprise, F1 mid-early – mid-late 190 70 23 medium top variety in the late maturity group

All statements are based on our results from different parts of Europe and can vary by region and sowing time.
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Sweet Corn

 AGX 11-170

Variety Maturity Group Height Corn Cobs Corn Cobs Grain  Specifications 
   in Height in Length in Shape 
  cm  cm cm
Sweet Nugget, F1 very early 170 60 21-23 big earliest variety, large corn cob, high yield
Sunrise, F1  very early 155 55 18-20 medium fine, earlier type with very good filling, fine grains
Tasty Sweet (Tasty Gold), F1 mid-early 170 60 21-23 big reliable variety
Sweet Image, F1 mid-early 175 55 22 Small - medium robust species with the highest corn cob quality
AGX 11-170, F1  mid-early 180 55 19-22 Small - medium tender variety, mostly two corn cobs
AGX 11-073, F1 (neu) mid-early 170 50 21-22 small tender variety, one corn cob, open growth
AGX 11-476, F1 (neu) mid-early 190 65 21-22 medium tender variety, very well shaped
Sweet Delight, F1 mid-late 190 50 21-24 Small - medium little bit earlier then sweet wonder
Sweet Wonder, F1 mid-early – mid-late 185 75 21-23 medium excellent marketing quality
Sweet Life, F1 mid-early – mid-late 170 70 22 medium bicolor corn, Top variety
Sweet Surprise, F1 mid-early – mid-late 190 70 23 medium top variety in the late maturity group

All statements are based on our results from different parts of Europe and can vary by region and sowing time.

AGX 11-073 F1: New, very uniform, medium early tender variety, about 5 days after 
Tasty Gold. The growth is relatively open, usually with only a 21 to  
22 cm long corn cob per plant. The grains are fine to medium fine and 
are pleasantly sweet in taste. It’s a good sample growth variety.

AGX 11-476 F1: Also a new medium early, sweet tender variety, about 7 days after 
Tasty Gold. The plant is vigorous and about 190 cm high. The corn 
cobs are 21-22 cm long and very well shaped up to the top. The grains 
are deep and juicy - somewhat coarser than AGX 11-073. It’s a variety 
for sample growth!
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 Metro

 Bengala

 Cestas

Carrots

Variety Development  Growth Period  Length Foliage Suitability Storage Speciality 
 Time  cm   Capability
Nantes 
Calibra, F1     90 Days Spring + Autumn 19 - 22 cm rel. short bunching carrot  bunching carrot
CA 9546, F1     99 Days Spring + Autumn 19 - 21 cm medium strong slimmer Nantes type/Peeling  early, for the sample growth
Cestas, F1 105 Days Summer 19 - 21 cm medium slimmer Nantes type/Peeling * good yield
Bentley, F1 120 Days Summer/Autumn 20 -22 cm strong slimmer Nantes type/Juice *** healthy
Bengala, F1 120 Days Summer/Autumn 19 - 21 cm strong slimmer Nantes type * leaner carrot
Metro, F1 125 Days Summer/Autumn 19 - 21 cm strong slimmer Nantes type * healthy foliage
CA 6572, F1 130 Days Autumn 18 - 21cm compact slimmer Nantes type *** slightly thicker
CA 4031, F1 130 Days Summer/Autumn 21 - 22 cm strong, compact slimmer Nantes type/Peeling ** crushproof
CA 10829, F1 (new) 130 Days Summer/Autumn 18 - 21 cm nice foliage stem slimmer Nantes type ** slimmer Nantaise-Type
CA 9647, F1 (new) 120 Days Summer/Autumn 18 - 21 cm healthy foliage slimmer Nantes type ** very homogeneous

Flakkeer
Maxima, F1 140 Days Autumn up to 35 cm long/healthy Juice/Cubes **** reliable
Panama, F1 145 Days Autumn up to 39 cm long Juice *** long, dark
CA 8295, F1 145 Days Autumn up to 37 cm healthy Juice/Cubes *** panamatype
CA 723, F1 145 Days Autumn up to 37 cm healthy Juice/Cubes *** intense dark color

Carrots for the fresh market

CA 9546, F1: New, early Nantes  Carrot. The foliage is stable and healthy. It’s a 
variety for the sample growth.

CA 4031, F1: Nantes  type with a relatively long, slender roots and very good  
stability against breaking. Strong foliage. Sowing time: April-May. 

 CA 9647
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 Panama

 CA 723 

Carrots

Variety Development  Growth Period  Length Foliage Suitability Storage Speciality 
 Time  cm   Capability
Nantes 
Calibra, F1     90 Days Spring + Autumn 19 - 22 cm rel. short bunching carrot  bunching carrot
CA 9546, F1     99 Days Spring + Autumn 19 - 21 cm medium strong slimmer Nantes type/Peeling  early, for the sample growth
Cestas, F1 105 Days Summer 19 - 21 cm medium slimmer Nantes type/Peeling * good yield
Bentley, F1 120 Days Summer/Autumn 20 -22 cm strong slimmer Nantes type/Juice *** healthy
Bengala, F1 120 Days Summer/Autumn 19 - 21 cm strong slimmer Nantes type * leaner carrot
Metro, F1 125 Days Summer/Autumn 19 - 21 cm strong slimmer Nantes type * healthy foliage
CA 6572, F1 130 Days Autumn 18 - 21cm compact slimmer Nantes type *** slightly thicker
CA 4031, F1 130 Days Summer/Autumn 21 - 22 cm strong, compact slimmer Nantes type/Peeling ** crushproof
CA 10829, F1 (new) 130 Days Summer/Autumn 18 - 21 cm nice foliage stem slimmer Nantes type ** slimmer Nantaise-Type
CA 9647, F1 (new) 120 Days Summer/Autumn 18 - 21 cm healthy foliage slimmer Nantes type ** very homogeneous

Flakkeer
Maxima, F1 140 Days Autumn up to 35 cm long/healthy Juice/Cubes **** reliable
Panama, F1 145 Days Autumn up to 39 cm long Juice *** long, dark
CA 8295, F1 145 Days Autumn up to 37 cm healthy Juice/Cubes *** panamatype
CA 723, F1 145 Days Autumn up to 37 cm healthy Juice/Cubes *** intense dark color

Carrots for industry

CA 8295, F1: Newer carrot for industry with strong foliage and high yields. She is 
slightly shorter but thicker than Panama - and has good storage capa-
bility as maxima has. The Brix values are higher. 

CA 723, F1: Flakkeer Carrot similar to Maxima, large roots, high yield, but intense 
dark colour and very healthy foliage.
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 Hokkaido

 Sunshine

 Jet Set (neu)

 Indianische Mischung

 Mini Musk

Pumpkins

Varieties bot. Art
Weight   
ca. in kg

Squash/ 
Docor. Description

Squashes
Blue Ballet C. maxima 2.0 - 3.0 DP grey blue squash with excellent taste
Betternut, F1 (neu) C. moschata ca. 1.5 S bigger Butternut with good vigour, easy to store
Delica, F1 C. maxima 1.5 - 2.0 S flat round green excellent tasting variety, productive
Early Butternut C. moschata 1.0 - 1.5 S popular, storable butternut squash with nutty taste
Gelber Zentner (Gele Reuzen) C. maxima 5.0 - 18.0 S large, excellent squash with yellow, reticulated large fruits
Jet Set, F1 (neu) C. pepo ca. 1.0 S/DP acorn squash, dark green, very suitable for filling
Mini Musk C.moschata 3.0 - 4.0 S/DP new pumpkin, shorter tendril formation and 10 days faster than Musquée d. Prov.
Musquee de Provence C. moschata 3.0 - 6.0 S/DP excellent in taste and long shelf life
Ölkürbis C. pepo 3.0 - 6.0 S/DP decorative pumpkin/ the seeds can be used for the production of oil
Rouge vif d´Etampes C. maxima 6.0 - 10.0 S/DP high yielding, beautifully colored, popular squash
Sunshine, F1 – Hokkaido C. maxima 1.5 - 2.0 S/DP uniform, flat-round alternative to Uchiki Kuri, plant compact, high yield
Uchiki Kuri – Hokkaido C. maxima 0.8 - 1.7 S/DP the most popular winter squash, good profitable selection in beautiful color
Zora, F1 – Hokkaido(neu) C. maxima ca. 1.5 S/DP high-yielding, uniform Hokkaido pumpkin, which is easy to store

Halloween-Pumpkins
Aspen, F1 C. pepo 5,0 - 8,0 S/DP known Halloween variety, high round size
Baby Bear, orange C. pepo 0,8 - 1,0 S/DP small, flat round squash good for soups
Golden Standard, F1 C. pepo 5,0 - 6,0 S/DP reliable variety with uniform, healthy fruits
Howden C. pepo 8,0 - 12,0 S/DP popular Halloween Pumpkin: top round, slightly ribbed, bright orange and stable
Neon, F1 C.pepo 3,0 - 4,0 S/DP medium in size, bright orange, beautiful dark brown stem, about 25 cm
Racer, F1 C. pepo 4,0 - 8,0 S/DP deep orange, slightly ribbed, 25-35 cm, beautiful green stem, high round
Tom Fox C. pepo 6,0 - 10,0 S/DP classic among the Halloween pumpkins, nice stem, slightly ribbed
Wee-B-Little, F1 C. pepo 0,2 - 0,4 S/DP Mini pumpkin, beautiful green stalk, well-colored pulp

Decorative Pumpkins
Birne, gelb/grün - Pear bicolor C. pepo ca. 0,2 DP yellow-green, decorative pumpkin 6-8 cm, high yielding
Bischofsmützen C. maxima 2,0 - 4,0 S/DP Decorative, known, approximately 20-35 cm 
Carnival - Chamäleon F1 C. pepo 0,5 - 0,8 S/DP very decorative, yellow, orange and green colored pumpkin, high yielding
Coutors (Crookneck) orange C. pepo 0,5 - 1,0 DP club-shaped, warted squash in yellow-orange - very decorative
Indianische Mischung C.pepo 0,5 - 2,5 DP beautiful mix of bizarre shapes and colors
Kamo Kamo C.pepo 0,6 - 0,8 S/DP Striking yellow-orange squash, green spots u. highlighted ribs
Kronenmischung C. pepo 0,2 - 0,4 DP beautiful mix of different colored crowns pumpkins
Mandarin, orange C. pepo ca. 0,25 DP small, yellow-green miniature pumpkin - very decorative
Mini Red Turban C. maxima 0,8 - 1,2 S/DP something smaller, beautifully colored Bischofsmützen selection
Star Mix F1 C. pepo 0,2 - 0,4 DP mix of star-shaped fruit, robust, compact 
Sweet Dumpling C. pepo 0,3 - 0,6 S/DP decorative and useful in the kitchen, creamy white with dark green pattern
Warzenkürbis, Mischung C. pepo ca. 0,25 DP 8-12 cm wide, differently colored, warted pumpkin mix
Zebra, weiß-grün gestreift C. pepo 0,8 - 1,0 DP small, green ornamental pumpkin with vertical stripes, high-yielding and robust
Zierkürbis Maya Mix C. pepo 0,2 - 0,4 DP top mix in different colors and shapes, about 10-15 cm tall
Zierkürbis, Mischung, kleinfrüchtig C. pepo 0,2 - 0,4 DP mixture of different small pumpkins 
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 Golden Standard

 Betternut (neu)

 Maya Mix

 Kamo Kamo

 Zora (neu)

Pumpkins

Varieties bot. Art
Weight   
ca. in kg

Squash/ 
Docor. Description

Squashes
Blue Ballet C. maxima 2.0 - 3.0 DP grey blue squash with excellent taste
Betternut, F1 (neu) C. moschata ca. 1.5 S bigger Butternut with good vigour, easy to store
Delica, F1 C. maxima 1.5 - 2.0 S flat round green excellent tasting variety, productive
Early Butternut C. moschata 1.0 - 1.5 S popular, storable butternut squash with nutty taste
Gelber Zentner (Gele Reuzen) C. maxima 5.0 - 18.0 S large, excellent squash with yellow, reticulated large fruits
Jet Set, F1 (neu) C. pepo ca. 1.0 S/DP acorn squash, dark green, very suitable for filling
Mini Musk C.moschata 3.0 - 4.0 S/DP new pumpkin, shorter tendril formation and 10 days faster than Musquée d. Prov.
Musquee de Provence C. moschata 3.0 - 6.0 S/DP excellent in taste and long shelf life
Ölkürbis C. pepo 3.0 - 6.0 S/DP decorative pumpkin/ the seeds can be used for the production of oil
Rouge vif d´Etampes C. maxima 6.0 - 10.0 S/DP high yielding, beautifully colored, popular squash
Sunshine, F1 – Hokkaido C. maxima 1.5 - 2.0 S/DP uniform, flat-round alternative to Uchiki Kuri, plant compact, high yield
Uchiki Kuri – Hokkaido C. maxima 0.8 - 1.7 S/DP the most popular winter squash, good profitable selection in beautiful color
Zora, F1 – Hokkaido(neu) C. maxima ca. 1.5 S/DP high-yielding, uniform Hokkaido pumpkin, which is easy to store

Halloween-Pumpkins
Aspen, F1 C. pepo 5,0 - 8,0 S/DP known Halloween variety, high round size
Baby Bear, orange C. pepo 0,8 - 1,0 S/DP small, flat round squash good for soups
Golden Standard, F1 C. pepo 5,0 - 6,0 S/DP reliable variety with uniform, healthy fruits
Howden C. pepo 8,0 - 12,0 S/DP popular Halloween Pumpkin: top round, slightly ribbed, bright orange and stable
Neon, F1 C.pepo 3,0 - 4,0 S/DP medium in size, bright orange, beautiful dark brown stem, about 25 cm
Racer, F1 C. pepo 4,0 - 8,0 S/DP deep orange, slightly ribbed, 25-35 cm, beautiful green stem, high round
Tom Fox C. pepo 6,0 - 10,0 S/DP classic among the Halloween pumpkins, nice stem, slightly ribbed
Wee-B-Little, F1 C. pepo 0,2 - 0,4 S/DP Mini pumpkin, beautiful green stalk, well-colored pulp

Decorative Pumpkins
Birne, gelb/grün - Pear bicolor C. pepo ca. 0,2 DP yellow-green, decorative pumpkin 6-8 cm, high yielding
Bischofsmützen C. maxima 2,0 - 4,0 S/DP Decorative, known, approximately 20-35 cm 
Carnival - Chamäleon F1 C. pepo 0,5 - 0,8 S/DP very decorative, yellow, orange and green colored pumpkin, high yielding
Coutors (Crookneck) orange C. pepo 0,5 - 1,0 DP club-shaped, warted squash in yellow-orange - very decorative
Indianische Mischung C.pepo 0,5 - 2,5 DP beautiful mix of bizarre shapes and colors
Kamo Kamo C.pepo 0,6 - 0,8 S/DP Striking yellow-orange squash, green spots u. highlighted ribs
Kronenmischung C. pepo 0,2 - 0,4 DP beautiful mix of different colored crowns pumpkins
Mandarin, orange C. pepo ca. 0,25 DP small, yellow-green miniature pumpkin - very decorative
Mini Red Turban C. maxima 0,8 - 1,2 S/DP something smaller, beautifully colored Bischofsmützen selection
Star Mix F1 C. pepo 0,2 - 0,4 DP mix of star-shaped fruit, robust, compact 
Sweet Dumpling C. pepo 0,3 - 0,6 S/DP decorative and useful in the kitchen, creamy white with dark green pattern
Warzenkürbis, Mischung C. pepo ca. 0,25 DP 8-12 cm wide, differently colored, warted pumpkin mix
Zebra, weiß-grün gestreift C. pepo 0,8 - 1,0 DP small, green ornamental pumpkin with vertical stripes, high-yielding and robust
Zierkürbis Maya Mix C. pepo 0,2 - 0,4 DP top mix in different colors and shapes, about 10-15 cm tall
Zierkürbis, Mischung, kleinfrüchtig C. pepo 0,2 - 0,4 DP mixture of different small pumpkins 
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 Javelin

 White Gem

 Lange Bardowicker

 AGX 1305 F1

Parsnip, root parsley, radish

Parsnip
Javelin F1: Javelin is a very uniform, high-yielding variety. Compared to White Gem it is 
rather long and especially slender. The beets are smooth and white. Javelin is used, as 
Albion, primarily in the fresh market.
Albion F1: The also very uniform and smooth hybrid is somewhat finer as compared with 
Javelin and brighter in the beet. The yields are very good. Javelin and Albion are available 
as calibrated seed or as lenticular outdoor pills.
White Gem: The famous, white-fleshed and semi-long variety with high yield potential.
White Gem is used, due to the high quality, in the fresh market as well as in the freezing 
industry.

Root parsley
Halblange Berliner: The white, semi long and flat parsley root for the fresh market and 
industry.
Lange Bardowicker: The well-known, long, fine root parsley with the typical taste. prefer-
red use for soup.

Radish half long 
AGX 1305 F1: This very smooth and white radish in half long type replaces the variety 
Ninja. AGX 1305 F1 has a good internal quality. It is about 30 cm long, has a slim Shape 
and healthy upright foliage.

Radish long
AGX 1311 F1: This newer, long-type summer-radish in type Minowase Summer Cross beets 
particularly smooth with lateral roots. It has best quality indoor and outdoor, up to 45 cm 
long, good heat tolerance and strong against Fusarium.

Radish red
Ostergruß rosa 2: Deep red, half long radish for bunching outdoor – and greenhouse  
cultivation, compact, solid, dark foliage.
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 Forono

 Kosak

 Mentor

 Meres

Red beet, Celery, Salsify

Red beet

Forono
Forono is a proven variety for the fresh market and the processing industry. It is long and 
cylindrical. Forono combines quality and yield. It grows well in the very early time of  
development.

Kosak
Kosak is also a proven variety. It is medium long and cylindrical. Kosak succeeds for the 
growers through secure income and for the processing industry by the especially dark 
colour.

Lola
Lola is a mid-early, multigerme and round beet. The shape is a seed firm variety very 
balanced and the turnip has inner and outer appealing colour. It is suitable for the fresh 
market and industrial processing.

Celery

Mentor
The proven variety is available as a pill and normal seed. Mentor is suitable as bunches 
and for storage. The smooth tuber low side root portion has a fixed internal structure and 
is white piping. Mentor has an upright leaf position with very healthy leaves.
Mentor is still one of the best varieties for storage.

Salsify

Meres
Meres is a top variety with cylindrical, firm and tender roots after cooking. It is very bolt-
resistant, has a high tolerance to mildew. Meres combines high yields with excellent inter-
nal quality.

Apart from the aforementioned varieties, agri Saaten can offer also  
a bright range of the following:

Zucchini, Tomato, Cucumber, Melon, Pepper, 
Beans and shell peas on special request. 

Just contact us.
Your agri Saaten Team
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Our packaging for smaller and larger quantities of seeds 

Smaller quantities of seeds (up to 1 kg) are pa-
cked in our beautiful Gold Packs. The Customer 
can choose to order in kg or thousand seeds. Each 
variety differs in size and packaging. 

n Sweet Corn is normally packed in 5,000 seed 
bags but can also be packed in units (100,000 
seeds). 

n Smaller seeds like tomato seeds or similar ones 
can be packed in very small units (e.g. 500 
seeds). 

n Seed which is easily damaged, like pallets of  
salad or melon seeds, are packed in our special 
Gold Cans to prevent breaking.

n The high-quality packaging materials of agri 
Saaten are legally protected. 

n Additionally the white agri sacks can be used. 
n Please feel free to contact us in case you need 

advise regarding packaging. 
n With us, the seed for most orders is freshly 

pack ed and stored only in rare cases already 
pre-packed in the warehouse. This ensures that 
the seed is subject to a final visual inspection. 
Apart from that we are very flexible in packing 
in regard to customer needs.

Packaging
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This offer is subject to crop, to safe arrival, to being unsold, to alternation without notice, and to 
the general terms of our catalogue. Agri Saaten GmbH 
1. GENERAL 

All information whether contained in our catalogue or given by our Staff and related to 
varieties, varietal characteristics or periods of maturity or fitness for any particular purpose 
or otherwise relating to performance of seeds is given for general guidance only. Variation 
in local or climatic conditions can render such information inaccurate. Buyers are therefore 
advised that any such information given to them does not constitute a representation by 
as to these matters and should not be relied on as such. Nor is any such information part 
of any contract between ourselves and any buyer. 
Buyers should satisfy themselves that any seeds which they order are of a variety and per-
formance satisfactory for their requirements and they order such seeds at their own risk. 
Buyers are advised that our Staff have no authority to give more than general guidance as 
described above to Buyers and we disclaim liability for any advice given or opinion 
expressed by them. Such advice is followed, or such opinion, acted upon entirely at the 
Buyer´s own risk and is not part of any contract being ourselves and any Buyer.

2.  DESCRIPTIONS 
The descriptions in our catalogue are intended to serve as statements of what has been 
observed in the past and not as predictions of what can be expected under every set of cir-
cumstances. Figures and other dates given for maturity, size and other characteristics 
represent averages and are intended only for comparison. They can be expected to vary, 
even significantly, depending on geographic location, time of planting, climate, soil, cultural 
practice and other factors. We have tried to be accurate and consistent in complying with 
these descriptions and will find it a kindness if discrepancies or errors are called to our 
attention.

3. THERMS OF PAYMENT 
Goods are invoiced net and accounts will be regarded as overdue if unpaid after 30 days 
from date of invoice and interest will be charged at the rate of 2% per month on overdue 
accounts. 
The Seller reserves the right to withhold deliveries under this Contract until all and any 
outstanding, payments have been received and reserved a lien upon – and the right to sell 
or otherwise dispose of all goods in respect of any such payments. 
Cheques, postal orders and money orders should be made to "Agri Saaten GmbH" and 
crossed & Co. No receipt is given unless requested and is not valid unless on our printed 
and numbered form. 

4. CREDIT ACCOUNTS 
Due to ever increasing costs we regret that we are unable to accept orders of a total value 
of 50€ or less. NEW CUSTOMERS are requested to complete our Credit Application Form to 
give details of Bankers, Trade References, etc.

5. DAMAGE; DELAY OR LOST IN TRANSIT 
Please advise us immediately and on receipt of all goods inspect carefully. If there is any 
sign of damages, sign `Damaged in transit` and indicate that a claim will be made. In the 
case of goods actually delivered damaged. Agri Saaten GmbH must notify the Carrier 
within 10 days of delivery. Customers are therefore requested to notify us Immediately by 
phone where goods are received damaged, and confirm by first class mail, so that the 
necessary claim can be made. 
In cases of non-arrival of goods, within 7 days of dispatch, advise the Carriers and us. That 
gives us time to lodge a complaint within the time limit prescribed by the Carrier. 

6. PROPERTY IN GOODS AND RISK 
Until paid in full, all goods supplied by us remain our property. Risk passes to the Buyer on 
delivery of the goods.

7. INSOLVENCY
1. If either party to the contracta) has a Receiver or Liquidator appointed of any of his pro-

perty or business undertaking;
b) announces that he is ceasing to trade (other than for declared legitimate reasons 

such as retirement, whilst continuing to honour all existing contracts):
c) fails to make a payment as due, suspends payment and/or notifies any of his 

Creditors that he is unable to meet debts or that he is about to suspend payment of 
this debts;

d) convenes, pause or holds a meeting of Creditors or;
e) being an individual trader commits an act of bankruptcy and/or is adjudicated bank-

rupt or makes any composition or scheme or arrangement with his Creditors or;
f) being a body corporate convenes calls or holds a meeting for the purpose 

of reconstruction or amalgamation by the making of an order or the passing of a 
resolution for winding up or;

g) the other party being a partnership if any of the above events occur with respect  
to the partnership or any partner therein then:
- Notwithstanding any previous arrangements with the other party for deferred pay-
ments. The full or full remaining price for any goods delivered by the innocent 
party shall become immediately due to them and;

- the innocent party shall have the right without prejudice to any other rights and 
remedies available to him, to cancel and/or suspend or to refuse to accept any 
further deliveries and/or to terminate the contract at any time after becoming 
aware of any of the above circumstances providing that;

- when exercising any of the above rights, the innocent party informs the other party 
of his intentions to exercise such right or rights in writing within 28 days 
after the relevant occurrence.

2. Whenever any of these rights are exercised by the innocent party, the innocen party 
will not be liable to pay any compensation to the other party.

8. CURRENCY FLUCTUATION 
If the goods which are the subject matter of this contract are of foreign origin, we reserve 
the right to adjust the price payable by you so as to reflect any alteration in the value of 
the Euro in terms of the currency of origin of the goods between the date of sale and the 
date of presentation of documents. 
We also reserve the right to alter prices without notice in the event of any imposition of/or 
increase in any tariff or import levy. 

9. CARRIAGE 
All prices quoted above product value of 400€ are CARRIAGE PAID within Germany. Special 
delivery can be arranged but will be charged extra to the customer.

10. COMPLAINTS 
No complaint under these terms and conditions of sale can be considered unless clear 
proof can be given that the seed grown and alleged to have performed unsatisfactory was 
in fact the seed supplied by us and that it was sown in suitable conditions, treated carefully 
and correctly throughout and subject only to such conditions as were likely to produce a 
favourable crop. 
ALL SEEDS are offered and sold for the production of consumer crops and not for the 
reproduction of seeds. No responsibility whatsoever can be accepted for any seed crops 
produced.

11. RETURNED SEED 
The acceptance of the return of goods for credit where such goods are found to be surplus 
to the requirement of the Buyer is at the complete discretion of the Seller. Authority to 
return goods is granted by the issuing of the Seller´s CARE number. In no event will the 
return of such goods be accepted for credit unless they are returned, seals unbroken in the 
original packaging and in an undamaged condition within 5 working days of receipt quoting 
the original invoice number and CARE number. 
All goods returned for credit are subject to a handling charge which will be made known to 
the Purchaser at the time he requests permission to return them. Goods which were spe-
cially ordered cannot be returned for credit unless it is alleged they are not of merchantab-
le quality.

12. Rücktrittsrecht des Verkäufers: Der Verkäufer ist berechtigt, ohne Entschädi gung vom 
Vertrag zurückzutreten oder die Lieferung hinauszuschieben, falls durch Verkehrsstörungen, 
Trans portverluste, behördliche Maßnahmen oder sonstige Gründe eine rechtzeitige 
Lieferung ohne eigenes Verschulden unmöglich ist. Der Verkäufer ist ferner ohne 
Entschädigung zum Rücktritt vom Vertrag berechtigt, falls bei/nach Kaufabschluss ernste 
Zweifel über die Kredit würdigkeit des Käufers entstehen und der Letz tere dem Verlangen 
nach Vorauszahlung oder Sicherheitsleistung nicht nachkommt. Dies gilt auch dann, wenn 
die Überschuldung oder Zah lungsunfähigkeit des Käufers bereits zur Zeit des 
Kaufabschlusses bestanden hat. Soll die Leistung später als 4 Monate nach Vertrags-
abschluss er folgen, so kann der Verkäufer eine angemessene Erhöhung des Entgelts verlan-
gen, wenn sich die bei Vertragsabschluss gegebenen Voraussetzungen für die Preisbildung 
nicht er heblich geändert haben.

13. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 
The Seller warrants that the seed supplied shall be of the species and type specified 
in the contract and accepts liability for any damage resulting from any breach of this war-
rant. 
Except as provided above, in the event of any seeds sold not complying with the expressed 
terms of the contract of sale or any seeds of the correct species and type providing defecti-
ve in varietal purity, the Seller will at this option replace the defective seeds free of charge 
to the Buyer in respect of defective seeds and this shall be the limit of the Seller´s obligati-
on. Al liability is excluded for any loss or damage arising out of such use or any failure in 
the performance of/or any defect in any seed supplied and for any other or damage inclu-
ding, without prejudice to the totality hereof , any failure total or the resultance crop since 
such failure can depend on so many natural and other factors beyond the Seller´s control, 
save for at the Seller´s option liability for refund as aforesaid. In accordance with the esta-
blished custum of the seed trade, any expressed or implied conditions are also excluded. 
The price of any seed sold or offered for sale is based upon the foregoing limitations upon 
the Seller´s liability. The price of such seeds will be much greater if a more extensive liabili-
ty was required to be undertaken. In accepting the seed upon these conditions the Buyer 
acknowledges that the limitation of the Seller´s liability is fair and reasonable.

14. FORCE MAJEURE 
The Seller shall not be responsible for a delay in delivery of the goods or any part thereof 
occasioned by any Act of God, action by any Government, strike, lock out combination of 
workmen, riot or civil commotion, breakdown of machinery, power failure of crop, fuel 
shortage, loss and/or detention at sea, or any other contingency beyond control. Should 
any of the goods be rendered unlit for delivery by reason of any of the above acts the con-
tract so far as it relates to those goods shall be deemed to be discharged.

15. SEED TREATMENT
a) where at the Buyer´s request any treatment whether chemical or otherwise is applied 

to the seed, the Seller´s liability shall be limited to such treatment carried out in the 
correct manner and/or in accordance with the instructions given by the manufacturer 
of the chemical in question and the Seller accepts no responsibility whatsoever for the 
effectiveness of such treatment or any damage direct or consequential which may 
result therefrom;

b) where the seeds have been treated by a liquid or powder to control pests or disease 
the purity and germination percentages are based on tests made before the treatment.

16. RAISER´S SEED 
The Company gives no warranty or guarantee with regard to seed procured by it for resale 
from the Raiser or originator of the seed variety or with regard to the crop produced there-
from. The giving or sending of an order to us for Raiser´s seed constitutes and acceptance 
of this condition by the Purchaser who, if he does not this condition must return the seed 
forwith.

17. SUBSTITUTION  
In accordance to the usual practice of the trade the Seller receives the right, in the event 
the variety is available to substitute therefore at his option a suitable alternative variety. If 
the substituted variety is not acceptable to the Buyer he must return it unopened to the 
Seller within 14 days of receipt, with any price paid and transport costs will be refunded in 
full. This sale agreement will then be deemed to be cancelled without any liability to either 
party.

18. ACCEPTANCE OF TERMS 
The giving or sending of an order to us constitutes acceptance of all these terms and con-
ditions by the purchaser, who, if he does not accept these terms, must return the goods 
within 5 working days of receipt of the invoice, quoting the invoice number.

19. THESE TERMS SHALL BE INTERRETED IN ACCORDANE WITH THE LAWS OF GERMANY 
AND SUBJECT TO THE JURISDICTION OF THE German COURTS.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
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agri-Saaten GmbH
Maschweg 111

D-49152 Bad Essen
Tel.: ++49 (0) 54 72 / 13 53
Fax: ++49 (0) 54 72 / 22 89

Homepage: www.agri-saaten.de
E-mail: info@agri-saaten.de

For consulting about all our offers and for your orders feel free to contact our team members:

Andreas Müller
International,  
Austria, Czech Republic, Slowakia
Tel.: +49 (0)54 72-13 53
Fax: +49 (0)54 72-22 89 
Mobil: +49 (0)171-777 81 84
E-Mail:  info@agri-saaten.de

Dag Tober
Germany, Germany North and East
Tel.: +49 (0)54 72-65 75
Fax: +49 (0)54 72-45 77
Mobil: +49 (0)171-405 46 84
E-Mail:  d.tober@agri-saaten.de

Hendrik Müller
International  
and office sales
Tel.: +49 (0)54 72-13 53
Fax: +49 (0)54 72-22 89 
Mobil: +49 (0)160-94181856
E-Mail:  h.mueller@agri-saaten.de

Konstantin Müller
Germany South and Switzerland
Tel.: +49 (0)54 72-1353
Fax: +49 (0)54 72-22 89
Mobil: +49 (0) 1608261312
E-Mail:  k.mueller@agri-saaten.de

Lucia Huberova
Czech Republic,  
Slovakia
Tel.: +421 (0) 915 119 884
Mobil: +421 (0) 915 119 884
E-Mail:  l.huberova@agri-saaten.de

Alexander Buriachenko
Ukraine, Russia and Bal tic Countries
Tel.: + 372 (0) 54 55 73 73
Mobil: + 49 (0) 152 320 59 549
E-Mail:  a.buriachenko@agri-saaten.de


